Gastro magazine of Indamedia group

General media offer
Effective as from 2 January 2023 until withdrawal

gastro-conscious

high standard
hospitable
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: gastro magazine of Indamedia group
Colorful content from traditional
recipes, kitchen technology tricks
to conscious, allergen-free foods
Recipes illustrated with own photo
Personal and direct
Authentic and qualitative
Useful and smart

473.926 RU /week

Source: DKT/e.gemius (15+ domestic audience), 2022/10, weekly average real user (RU), all device.
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Audience of
Those, who finds pleasure in cooking, looks for
trustworthy experiences, wants to live a healthy
lifestyle, wants to try out new things, likes
searching recipes.
Urban, educated, 30+ year-old purchase
decision-maker who has Esomar AB status.
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Source: DKT/e.gemius (15+ domestic audience), 2022/10, all device.

in social media

72.057
followers

Source: social statistics (Facebook of SóBors), 16.11.2022
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Advertising opportunities
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Desktop banner
Site: Sóbors full site
Estimatd reach and ad view / week:
~118.895 A
Ad format and size

Rate card / week

Billboard

970x250 px

500.000 HUF

Half page

300x600 px

500.000 HUF

Roadblock

640x360 px

500.000 HUF

Landscape

728x410 px

500.000 HUF

Source: DKT/e.gemius (15+ domestic audience), 2022/10, weekly real user (RU), desktop. Gemius AdOcean, 2021/11, weekly ad view (AV), half page
zone, desktop data.
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Mobile web banner
Site: Sóbors full site
Estimatd reach and ad view / week:
~1.053.199 AV
Ad format:

Rate card / week:

Banner top (300x250 px)

1.200.000 HUF

Banner middle (300x250 px)

750.000 HUF

Supported formats: static and animated image (.jpg., .png., .gif) or HTML, HTML5 creatives, and similar creative formats behind third-party (foreign
adserver) display scripts. 480x480 or 480x240 px sized creative also can be appeared in banner top zone.
Source: DKT/e.gemius (15+ domestic audience), 2022/10, weekly real user (RU), mobile web. Gemius AdOcean, 2021/11, weekly ad view (AV), mobile
web.
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Multiscreen medium rectangle
Site: Sóbors full site
Ad format: multiscreen medium rectangle
(300x250 px)
It appears in medium rectangle B zone on desktop, on mobile web the
banner appears in banner middle zone. It does not appear on tablet.

Rate card / week: 500.000 HUF
Estimatd reach and ad view / week:
~500.000 AV

Supported formats: static and animated image (.jpg., .png., .gif) or HTML, HTML5 creatives, and similar creative formats behind third-party (foreign
adserver) display scripts. Multiscreen medium rectangle, fix half page and fix banner middle zone can not be ordered for same day and site.
Source: all device. Gemius AdOcean, 2022/10, weekly ad view (AV), all device.
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Multiscreen sponsoration
Site: SóBors full site
Ad format: multiscreen sponsoration
This ad type appears on all three platforms in a different
form.

Rate card: 1.250.000 HUF/week

Estimatd ad view / week: 500.000 AV

Source (AV): Gemius AdOcean and based on previous ad view (AV) datas, all device (without AMP pages).
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Multiscreen advertorial
Site: Sóbors full site
Ad format:
It appears all pages of the site: pr lead appears in the right
column on desktop, and under every article page on
multiscreen.
Pr article (advertorial) is highlighted for 2 days on front page.
Technical specification:
Title+lead: 90+150 characters with spaces
Advertorial: max. 3000 characters with spaces, 2 pcs min.
1280 px width, landscape formated picture
Rate card / week: 300.000 HUF

The picture is illustrated before redesigning.
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Multiscreen joker
The Joker will impress by image and text for visitors
at the end of the article.

Site: Sóbors full site
Rate card: 3.000 HUF/CPM1
Technical information:
image: 300x130 px, but 640x277 px static
image is requested to be submitted due to
responsive appearance,
title: max. 30 characters with spaces,
lead: max. 90 characters with spaces.

The picture is illustrated.
Joker appears under article in the text link zone on desktop, on mobile web in banner middle zone.
1 Cost per mille ad views (AV).
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About our native solutions, please ask your sales
person!

Képünk illusztráció.
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Prices do not include appearance on seasonal sections of publications. VAT not included.
Indamedia Sales reserves the right of changing rate cards. The pictures in the offer are illustrated. The estimated
datas in this offer was determined by results of DKT/e.gemius and Gemius AdOcean. The informations included in the
offer are the property of Indamedia Sales Kft., Index.hu Zrt. and Indamedia Network Zrt. This offer may contain strictly
confidential and/or privileged information and/or data which was delivered to the addressee only in order to make an
offer. Addressee shall undertake that any form of publication, disclosure, or providing access to third parties to such
information and/or data is strictly prohibited. Otherwise the recipient of the offer acknowledges the fact that
Indamedia Sales Kft. or any member of the Indamedia Group has the right to ask restitution from them or the third
party, in case of unauthorizedly sending or using the informations.
Gemius AdOcean is the ad serving partner of Indamedia Sales.

